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HEALTH

A 
book based on the most recent 
scientific research to sweep away 
our preconceived ideas (yes, it tells 

you to move even if you are suffering from 
lumbago, running does not crush the lumbar 
disks!)
A guide to help us stay in shape through 
lots of exercises, shown in photos.

With a view to taking the whole body in 
charge, the author provides advice to sleep 
better, practice a sport and meditate.

Bonus: the right postures to adopt when 
telecommuting!

Nicolas Tikhomiroff is a physiotherapist 
and an osteopath.
Understand how your body works, 
reflect together on more autonomous 
health, promote sport and movement 
as a medication: those are the aims of 
Nicolas Tikhomiroff, alias Monsieur Clavicle.
A keen outdoor sportsman, he shares 
his daily life as a sports therapist 
with passion!

Feel Good  
in Your Body!

Ease your pains without medication

by NICOLAS TIKHOMIROFF  
alias Monsieur CLAVICULE

Cramp in the neck, backache 
or painful shoulders?

Monsieur Clavicle explains 
how to deal with all the little 

everyday pathologies.
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175 x 225 mm
176 pages
16,90         €

-:HSMCMG=Y[ZV]Y:

70 Gestures 
to Stay  

in Good Health
by Vincent VALINDUCQ

Thanks to a few simple 
changes in your habits, whose 

effects have been scientifically 
proved, preserve your good 

health for many years!

Do you know that by simply changing 
your diet, without any medication, 
you can reduce your cholesterol by 

15%? That a 10-minute meditation is the 
equivalent of 44 minutes extra sleep! That 
to stop smoking at 40 raises your life expec-
tancy by 7 months?
In this practical guide, the author gives a 
wealth of advice and preventive actions to 
adopt in various domains of your daily life: 

food, hygiene, physical activity, sleep…
For each healthy gesture, the author pre-
sents:
- The latest scientific advice
- Concrete changes to be made
- The direct benefits for your health.

A book for a wide public, based on the latest 
research, presented in a relaxed, attractive 
manner by Dr. Valinducq.

Vincent Valinducq started out as a docker, 
like his father and grandfather before him, 
before becoming a general practitioner. 
He has been consulting for 6 years.

NATURE

The Mushroom 
Guide

A simple, visual guide to identify  
more than 200 mushrooms

by Amandine BARONE and Pascal REVIL
In collaboration with  

Guillaume EYSSARTIER

An indispensable guide to 
get to know and understand 

mushrooms: high quality photos, 
precise explanations and advice.

A clever identification  
tree with “channelled”  

criteria to gather mushrooms, 
making no mistakes.

130 x 190 mm
256 pages
15,90     €

-:HSMCMG=Y[ZYYX:

T 
he main species present are described 
in detail: their shape, gathering season, 
habitat and fragrance, not forgetting 

the risks of confusion with similar species 
that are dangerous.
- What is a mushroom: anatomy, life cycle …?
-  Gathering and culture: edibility, intoxi-

cation, biotope, identification of trees, 

seasons (one month, one mushroom) …
-  Immediate Identification: keys to recog-

nition, what to look for
-  The 200 most common species: edible/

poisonous
- A visual index
A smart guide to satisfy both novices and 
experienced pickers, that proceeds directly 
to the keys to successful gathering.

Amandine Barone and Pascal Revil are 
keen to make their knowledge accessible to 
the widest possible readership.

This guide was elaborated in collaboration 
with Guillaume Eyssartier, mycologist, 
DSc from the National Museum of Natural 
History in Paris.
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Philippe Etchebest’s creed: “With good 
organisation, the right tools and quality 
products, you can perform miracles”!

This book is an exceptionally complete 
guide for all lovers of cooking, beginners 
or not.
You will find:
- The fundamental principles of the Mentor 
method to learn to cook at home: opti-
mise the time you spend in the kitchen, 
choose ingredients carefully, create the 

ideal cupboard, make sure you have the 
best knives and utensils, learn to marry ri-
gueur, organisation, efficiency and clean-
liness in the kitchen...
- 100 recipes for every day, sure-fire 
successes, affordable, quick and easy to 
make. Here, we use market products to 
advantage, drawing on the main catego-
ries: pasta, spices, dairy, fish, poultry, pork, 
lamb, beef, vegetables, chocolate, fruits. 
Every recipe comes with advice and infor-
mation on the local produce employed.

COOK BOOKS

Mentor: Method 
& Recipes for 

Everyday Cooking
by Philippe ETCHEBEST

The principles of the Mentor 
method created by the chef, 
as well as 100 easy-to-make 

recipes!

A starred chef and laureate of the “Meilleur 
ouvrier de France” professional 
award, Philippe Etchebest is Chef at 
the “Quatrième Mur”, a contemporary 
brasserie in Bordeaux. 
He is also a well-known media figure.
His challenge: to transmit his expertise 
to the biggest possible audience through 
the Mentor programme.

195 x 250 mm
288 pages
19,90     €

-:HSMCMG=Y[YZYZ:

In the Kitchen 
with Biscornu

60 recipes to enhance  
seasonal fruits and vegetables

by Biscornu

A book of 60 recipes,  
imagined by prestigious 

chefs using seasonal fruits 
and vegetables …  

all in a good cause! since 1965.

190 x 230 mm
176 pages

19,90     €

-:HSMCMG=Y[^UZC:

Talented chefs decided to get together 
and imagine 60 recipes for starters, 
main dishes and desserts in jars for 

Biscornu. Fruits and vegetables throughout 
the seasons are highlighted in original 
preparations, easy to make at home. Also 
in this book, anti-waste tips and advice 
from a market gardener and a nutritionist 
to get the best out of fruits and veg. Finally, 
as well as the photos of the dishes, as the 
pages turn we discover what goes on 

backstage at Biscornu and the smiles of 
apprentices, all of them in some way 
handicapped, who have made the journey 
from exclusion to culinary excellence. 
What a beautiful way to show solidarity in 
the kitchen!

A praiseworthy project built around topical 
themes: anti-waste, eating well, seasonality 
of fruits and vegetables, the “locavore” trend 
(favouring food grown locally) and inclusion.
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COOK BOOKS

The Cookery Book
1,500 recipes

by Andrée ZANA MURAT

The basics of cooking,  
all the classics, modern recipes  

and the traditional dishes of 
regional and foreign cooking. 

1,500 recipes. If you had  
to choose just one book,

it would be this one! 
175 x 230 mm
720 pages
14,90     €

-:HSMCMG=Y[^\UU:

Zana authored La Cuisine juive tunisienne 
de mère en fille (1998, 2016), Ils arrivent dans 
une heure (2000), Ce soir on dîne à la maison 
with Marion Scali (2002) and Je prépare tout 
à l’avance (2006, now out of print) published 
by Albin Michel, as well as Boulettes, 10 façons 
de les préparer and Rouget – 10 façons de le 
préparer, (Editions de l’Épure, 2010).

F rom A to Z: 1,500 indispensable 
recipes
- A mine of “fast and easy” ideas

- Detailed recipes, step by step
-  The best tips, chef’s secrets and knacks 

to acquire
-  Everything you need to simplify daily life 

and receive guests...
After her career as a journalist, Andrée 
Zana-Murat, aka Zana, worked with her 
husband in the direction of the Theatres 

des Mathurins and Edouard-VII, where she 
directed the restaurant Le Café Guitry for 
more than ten years. 

I MAKE EVERYTHING MYSELF !

I MAKE EVERYTHING  
MYSELF! 

-:HSMCMG=Y[YZ[^:

165 x 220 mm
144 pages

12,90     €

 
Games, Niches  

and Treats  
for My Cat
by Andréa ROLLAND

50 ideas for games, niches, 
scratching posts and other recipes 

for cats to make yourself.

Andréa Rolland founded “La délicate 
parenthèse”, a creative and poetic universe 
of voyages, discoveries and unusual places 
but above all DIY creations. Constantly 
curious and a bit of a dreamer, she has 
cultivated a specific liking for little pleasures. 
In the smallest detail, she finds the means of 
capturing little snapshots of life.

Dr Laetitia Barlerin is a vet and a journalist. 
She also contributes to magazines for 
a wide public.

Apassionate lover of cats since her 
childhood, Andréa Rolland shares 
all her creative ideas to keep your 

cat happy!
-  Niches made of felt and pretty suspended 

hammocks
- Cat biscuits and delicious treats
-  Toys made of cardboard, brown paper 

and felt
- Bowls and other accessories.

Clear explanations, handy tips and advice 
from Laetitia Barlerin, a behaviour vet.

By the same author :
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The author gives a new take on 58 
essential snacks for the playground. 
Favourites from our childhood.

How to delight kiddies (and grown-ups!) 
with healthier foods, preferably home-
made.

This book is for adults who want to make 
snacks for children. It is made up of 6 big 
chapters: Moist/Crunchy  – Breakfast/
Snacks – Creams – Spreads – Drinks.

I Make Everything  
Myself! 

My Home-Made 
Snacks

by Amandine COOKING

58 recipes for simple,  
easy and delicious kiddies’ 

snacks to make yourself!

-:HSMCMG=Y[CU\\:

165 x 220 mm
144 pages
12,90     €

Amandine Bernardi is a culinary creator 
and food photographer. Author of a blog: 
Amandine Cooking (www.amandinecooking.
com) since 2013, she offers simple 
recipes for every day with great success. 
She has authored several books including: 
35 recettes plaisir et minceur de bowl cakes 
(Larousse, 2019, 12,600 cps. sold), and 
La Cuisine du Nord avec Cookeo (Larousse, 
2020, 10,700 cps.).

165 x 220 mm
144 pages

12,90     €

I Make Everything  
Myself! 

My Christmas  
100 % Homemade

by Amandine LEPRÉVOST

Plunge into the magic of 
Christmas thanks to 35 original 

creations, plus lots of advice 
and inspiration!

Do you dream of a Christmas that’s 
100 % homemade, a veritable fairy 
tale? You have found it! A real 

Christmas lover, the author brings you 
her most beautiful creations to make your 
Christmas tree sublime, as well as your 
Christmas table and your home. She also 
teaches readers to make their own unique 
Advent calendars and lots of personalised 
gifts that will delight the company! 
On the agenda:
-  Decorating the tree: garlands, baubles, 

little figurines…

-  Decorating the table: folding napkins, 
place cards…

-  Decorating your home: Christmas 
wreaths, potpourri, photophores…

-  Little gifts and their wrapping: gift cards, 
gift biscuits, candles…

- Advent calendars.
This book assembles lots of creative leisure 
techniques: for folding napkins, origami, 
sewing, baking, customising, upcycling… 
The creations here are simple and easy 
for all readers to make thanks to the clear 
explanations and step by step instructions.

Amandine Leprévost is a creator of DIY 
contents, a stylist and a photographer.
She has four creative leisure books 
to her credit, published by Mango 
and Dessain & Tolra: Le Grand Livre des décors 
de table, Papier déco, La Petite Fabrique 
des coussins and Ne les jetez pas ! 
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THE “I MAKE ALL MY OWN!” 
SERIES

Multiple themes, ultra-practical, a series of titles 
to learn to make everything yourself: detergents, 

toothpaste, crunchy food for cats, fertilizer, mixture 
for   cleaning furniture, a romper suit for baby, etc.  

Simple graphics, clear and enlightening.

I Make All My Own
Healthy Living with 
Nature
by Pascale GÉLIS-IMBERT

More than 60 recipes  
to take care of your health 
naturally.

I Make All My Own!
My Natural Garden

by Brigitte LAPOUGE-DÉJEAN

More than 50 essential recipes  
to take care of your garden

naturally.

I Make All My Own!
Household Detergents

by Inès MOREAU

More than 50 recipes for natural 
household detergents, economical 

and ecological, to  make yourself.

I Make All My Own
Beauty Products
By Inès MOREAU

More than 50 recipes  
of natural cosmetic products.

I Make All My Own
Games, Niches  
and Treats  
for My Cat

I Make All My Own
My Home-Made 

Snacks

12

I Make All My Own
My Christmas  

100 % Homemade
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PARENTING

205 x 275 mm
128 pages

15,90     €

-:HSMCMG=Y[ZCX]:

24 Hours  
in the Life of a 

Hedgehog Family
Practical solutions for a serene family life

by Aurélie CHIEN CHOW CHINE

The advice and benevolent  
regard of a sophrologist  
for a better parent-child 

relationship.
 

Both moving and funny, this book is an 
authentic guide to benevolent edu-
cation, brimming with practical advice 

to make family relationships smoother.
In the hedgehog family, they all love each 
other but they do not always understand 
each other! Through presentations of 10 
situations where daily conflict is always 
a potential (mornings, leaving for school, 
friends, meals, homework, quarrels be-
tween siblings, games, bath time, bed-
time, fears at night…), the author analyses 

the emotions, feelings and constraints and 
each person’s individual rhythm.
For example: morning, mum is stressed, 
running around, yelling at Lilisson, the 
baby of the family, who wonders what she 
has done wrong. Being on time? Lilisson 
doesn’t know what that means… for good 
reason! She is only five and, like all the kids 
of her age, only knows the seasons and the 
important times of the day. Only when they 
are 7 do children start to learn the time.
A book for parents of children aged be-
tween 3 and 10.

Aurélie Chien Chow Chine is an illustrator 
for children and a sophrologist.
She receives in her consulting room 
and in schools and leisure centres where 
she organises workshops for children on 
how to manage their emotions. Aurelie 
created a character called Gaston, hero of 
“Les émotions de Gaston”, a Hachette series 
(+550,000 copies sold). 

PARENTING

Cooking for Baby
100 recipes and advice  

to ensure dietary diversification

by Clémence and Jonas MAUMENÉ

The reference book 
on diversification

Advice, recipes and menus, 
a companion to parents seeking 

to diversify baby’s food.

Between 4 and 6 months, baby discovers 
food. That is when diversification be-
gins! If this time is rich in discoveries, 

it can also be a source of worry and ques-
tions for parents: Where do I begin? At 
what rhythm? What do I do if baby refuses? 
When do I begin to give food in pieces? 
Should we let baby discover the food or 
spoon feed?

As well as answering all the questions that 
parents ask, this book provides lots of 
practical advice to organise your daily rou-
tine: choose the right equipment, shop 
efficiently, prepare food in advance...

Clémence and Jonas Maumené created 
the “Cuisinez pour bébé” site, a variable 
reference in the universe of infant nutrition 
(more than 100,000 visitors a  month).
Clémence studied food engineering and 
specialized in elaboration strategies of 
foods and green products.
Jonas is a developer.
Together they aim to assist parents in their 
daily organisation of their children’s meals.
In collaboration with Alexandra Retion, 
dietician-nutritionist.

-:HSMCMG=YZ^^]Z:

185 x 235 mm
256 pages
19,90     €
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Mum, I’m bored…” You will never 
hear that again! With this book, 
kids are delighted to create, cut 

out, paint, glue… 80 tutorials divided into 
4 chapters to:
- create toys
- decorate their room
- learn while playing (educational games)
- make gifts

Learn the basic techniques to do things on 
their own, gain autonomy, manage with 
the means at hand (in nature, recycling, 
bits of string…), these are the values that 
Héléna Zaïchik is keen to transmit to her 
young readers.
Her extremely attractive creations will mo-
tivate parents as well as teachers, always 
on the lookout for new ideas.

191 x 228 mm
368 pages

24,90     €
-:HSMCMG=Y[CU^V:

The Big Book of  
(Re)Creation 

Activities
80 tutorials using next to  

nothing to keep children busy!

by Héléna ZAÏCHIK

A book of activities  
that will give children 
the desire to create:  

80 projects to make themselves 
that they will be proud of: 

to play, decorate, give… 
All that with next to nothing!

For children from 3 to 10  
(and their parents and 

teachers!).

PARENTING

Héléna Zaïchik is a multimedia creator, 
specialized in creations for children. 
She organises and hosts workshops for 
adults and children.

Fabrice Besse is an ‘art de vivre’ 
photographer. His assistant is Sonia Roy, 
who contributes regularly to Marie-Claire 
Idées.

"

Love, Sexuality 
and the Body:  

100 Questions Your 
Children Will Ask You

The 1st guide to positive sexual education  
for all familie

by Charline VERMONT
Supported by a team of health and education professionals

Benevolent and exhaustive; 
a founding book.

This book, validated by professionals in 
the domains of health and education, 
is constructed around 100 questions 

and answers – adapted to each stage of a 
child’s development, on the themes of the 
body, consent, sexual orientation, love, pu-
berty, pleasure, and reproduction.
With pages specifically written for parents, 
and others for children aged between 5 and 
12, the contents evolve according to their 
age and maturity (with a clear colour code).

WHY DO YOU NEED THIS BOOK?
-  Because at the age of 5, children ask 

questions (and expect answers!) about 
the body, love, sexuality and we cannot 
always find the right words to reply.

-  Because these subjects are still taboo, 
yet all the studies show that we must talk 
about them if we are to avoid unwanted 
pregnancies, sexual violence …

-  Because if parents do not talk about 
them, children turn towards their friends 
(who are not necessarily more informed) 
or the Internet (unfiltered).

-  Because sexuality is not only a question of 
reproduction and risks, it is also exchange, 
respect, emotions, bonds, pleasure…

Charline Vermont is a sexotherapist. 
Well known thanks to her Instagram 
account (400.000 followers) she strives 
every day to make a better world deploying 
values such as respect, consent, altruism 
and inclusisivity.

175 x 225 mm
192 pages
16,90     €

-:HSMCMG=Y[ZZXZ:
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I Don’t Know 
the Codes!

At last, understand the world  
around us

by Christel PETITCOLLIN

A benevolent guide to dealing 
with the atypical!

145 x 225 mm
224 pages

17,90     €

-:HSMCMG=Y[VXU]:

SELF-HELP

Christel Petitcollin is an advisor and trainer 
in communication and personal development, 
a conferencier and author. Trained in NLP, 
Transactional Analysis, Ericksonian Hypnosis 
and Franck Farelly’s provocative therapy, she 
has been a practitioner for 28 years. Fervently 
interested in human relations, she specialized 
in the comprehension of manipulation 
mechanisms, then in mental overefficiency. 
She has written many books for Jouvence 
and Trédaniel, including the best-seller 
Je pense trop (2010, Trédaniel). Her books 
have been translated into many languages.

The so-called “normal-thinking” cul-
ture has its codes, its logic, which 
usually evade the understanding of 

“atypical” people (the over efficient, the 
hypersensitive, the overthinkers). Like all 
cultures, this culture has its strong points 
and its weaknesses, its unshakeable found-
ing myths, a form of wisdom and of course, 
its limits.
Possessing no knowledge or understanding 
of these devices, atypical people are often 
deprived, hurt, even in rebellion towards 
a world they do not understand. Because 
of their poor understanding, they feel dis-
tanced, make one gaffe after the other and 
can be cruel with their entourage.

This book, a benevolent guide for the 
atypical, is a set of instructions that will 
help them accept their difference and un-
derstand the world they live in.

SELF-HELP

Pages to glue your school photos, por-
traits, drawings and birthday cards, 
discovery or nature lessons…

-  Special sections to note anecdotes, 
emotions, teacher’s names, friends and 
first crushes, activities, end of the year 
school fete…

Bonuses:
From one page to the next, no monotony 
or repetition: the texts to complete evolve 
from one class to the next, according to 
the child’s age. More dynamic!

287 x 230 mm
48 pages
12,90     €

-:HSMCMG=YX\^]X:

My School 
Photos 

80 tutorials using next  
to nothing to keep

Collective

An attractively illustrated  
album to lovingly place 

your photos and souvenirs 
of those forming years.
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155 x 215 mm
128 pages

14,90     €
-:HSMCMG=Y[YCCY:

The 7 Paths that 
Lead to the Self

by Régine QUÉVA

What influence will the map of 
the sky at the moment of 
our birth have on our life? 
What will be our ways of  

thinking and acting? How will 
our romantic lives be influenced 

by the position of Venus ?
Learn to know yourself better 

with Les 7 chemins 
 qui mènent à soi !

Tis guide invites us to construct our 
own astral theme by following 7 
paths.

-  Our zodiac sign, which determines our 
conception of the world

- The Sun which unveils our path in life
- Mercury defines our type of intelligence
-  The Moon reveals our sensitivity and our 

type of memory

- Venus influences our loves
- Mars determines our modes of action
-  Our ascendant indicates the image we 

project to others.

SELF-HELP

Fervently interested in astronomy 
and astrology for thirty years, Régine 
Quéva has decided to share her passion 
and help others to know themselves better 
by understanding the sky, the stars 
and the symbols that guide our lives.
Régine Quéva has authored books with 
several publishers including Larousse 
and Flammarion…

It All Begins 
With You!

What Helped Me 
Can Help You Too

by Tatiana SILVA

An inspiring guide from 
an attractive personality

175 x 225 mm
196 pages
19,90     €

-:HSMCMG=Y[YZZC:

Born of parents from Cap-Vert, Tatiana 
Silva’s childhood was modest. Very 
young, she had to face the departure 

of her father, the death of her mother, 
solitude, a feeling of imposture, rejection, 
abandon… In her search for meaning, she 
undertook to find a balance in her life.
In this book, Tatiana talks about themes 
such as solitude, the feeling of imposture, 

control, the quest for the self, time, confi-
dence, and gratitude.
Breathing techniques, yoga postures, 
cooking recipes, self-massages, mantras 
and sacred feminine rituals, letters asking 
for help, gong baths… This guide is also 
a toolbox to achieve the control of one’s 
body, one’s mental state, one’s soul, pro-
vided by the author so that readers can 
make their own tools and use them in their 
own lives.
Sharing a rich experience of life.

Tatiana Silva is a TV presenter and a Unicef 
ambassador. She started as a model,  
and was elected Miss Belgium in 2005.
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185 x 235 mm
192 pages

16,90     €

-:HSMCMG=Y[VZYY:

Rituals of the Earth
Ancestral Knowledge 

of Plants, Trees 
and Cristals

by Caroline CHERMEUX

How can we connect with 
the power of 

 the sacred feminine?

This book is a veritable initiatory jour-
ney that permits women to:
- Connect with their bodies

-  Recover their inner security and their 
emotional equilibrium

- Love themselves and others
-  Express themselves and affirm their 

uniqueness
- Develop their intuition and their creativity.

The author shares many rituals of the me-
dicinal plants, crystals and the earth.
Let yourself be sustained by the power of 
stones, herbal teas and ointments. Enter 
meditation through inspired chants!

SELF-HELP

Fascinated by ancestral knowledge, 
Caroline Chermeux has bathed in 
a universe of magic and nature since 
her childhood.
Linked to the vegetable, mineral and animal 
worlds, initiated to energy care treatments, 
today she is a specialist of personal 
development and assistance, through 
crystals, medicinal plants and holistic 
therapy, to heal the soul, to achieve 
feminine well-being as well as knowledge 
of one’s own journey towards harmony - 
of the heart, body and mind.

A Necessary and 
Accessible Book 

about Coming Out.
by Baptiste BEAULIEU  
and Sophie NANTEUIL 

Introduction by Tatiana de ROSNAY 

“Coming out” is not a trivial 
time in an LGBTQ+ person’s 

life, their close friends 
and family are not always 

sure how they should receive 
the news. This book will help 
their entourage to accompany 

the person as positively 
as possible, to help them be 

whoever they want to be.

Dvided into thematic chapters (not 
wanting to be compartmentalized; 
gender has no age; coming out and 

the social networks…) that highlight one or 
two important testimonies of an LGBTQ+ 
person and/or a parent, the book is inter-
spersed with experts’ contributions.
Throughout the texts there are boxes written 

by psychologists specialised in assisting 
LGBTQ+ people and their families, to enlight-
en situations that are sometimes complex, 
giving advice and helping the entourage to 
understand those making their CO.
Historical, statistical and bibliographical 
information boxes complete the chapters.

155 x 215 mm
144 pages 

Illustrated by Madame Ma
15,90     €

-:HSMCMG=Y[[XZ]:

Baptiste Beaulieu is a general practitioner 
and a novelist. Well-known to a wide public 
thanks to his blog Alors voilà, as well as his 
novels and radio chronicles. With 200,000 
followers, he is an active militant against 
homophobia, sexism and racism.

Sophie Nanteuil is a children’s book and 
parenting publisher. Creator of the “Trucs 
de parents” group on Facebook, in 2019, 
she conceived Je suis qui ? Je suis quoi ?, 
the first non-fiction book for teens on 
questions of LGBTQ+ identity.
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